
Humanitarian Research

Driven by humanitarian principles and ethics, Osman Consulting Ltd is an independent social
enterprise founded in the UK in 2008, providing technical expertise and consultancy to humanitarian
community stakeholders, with the aim to improve effectiveness and efficiency of humanitarian action.

Humanitarian research
Humanitarian research is a crucial element of
good disaster management: to learn lessons, to
share good practice, to find solutions. This is
even more important given the increasing scale
and severity of humanitarian crises. Osman
Consulting Ltd offers academic and practical
expertise within the humanitarian field. We are
currently developing international and national
partnerships with other organisations. We are
currently working on a shelter options evaluation
research assignment, research on education in
emergencies and producing a series of hazard
impact fact sheets, including some introductory
sheets on what certain hazards are (with
emphasis of the target reader being aid workers).
Osman Consulting is also working on a research
project on international humanitarian law (IHL) for
aid workers, bridging the gap between
conventions' 'legalese' and aid workers needs to
have access to suitable and practical information.

Recent assignments 
Recent client research assignments include
reviewing durable solutions for Iraqi IDPs (the
'standard' answers for displaced peoples durable
solution pose a particular challenge in the case of
Iraq not least due to the huge numbers involved),
providing qualitative research on the impact of
counter-terrorism measures on principled
humanitarian action (this research involved five
countries: three donor countries and two
beneficiary countries), a scoping study for a
humanitarian academy in the Middle East
(increased humanitarian training is welcome, but
will only be taken up sustainably if it is the right
training, through the right channels and means),
and evaluating the lessons learned from the 2011
Horn of Africa famine.

For a no obligation discussion on how we could
help your organisation, do get in touch with the
Osman Consulting Research Department. 

Osman Consulting research offers 
Osman Consulting offers bespoke research
services, grounded in hands-on expertise, whilst
using latest best practice and academic insight.
Our network means we have access to do field
research where others sometimes cannot. Our
grounding and experience in hands on
humanitarian work and academic research
means the quality of our work is trustworthy.

Recent clients
Some recent engagements of our research
services include Danish Refugee Council (DRC),
Save the Children, University of Birmingham, UN
OCHA, Feinstein International Center of Tufts
University, Durham University.
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